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A: The problem is that you have mixed the existing line-breaks with the start of a new paragraph. The end of the line for the
paragraph can be seen at the end of the code you pasted. Oops! Try this: For i, j = 0 To lastrow - 1 row1 =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(Cells(i + j, 2), arrRange, 0) Next For i, j = 0 To lastrow - 1 row2 =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(Cells(i + j, 2), arrRange, 1) Next For i, j = 0 To lastrow - 1 row3 =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(Cells(i + j, 3), arrRange, 0) Next You don't need to add the extra bit at the end if that is
all you want to do. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an optical connector system with an optical device
such as optical coupler, and more particularly, to an optical connector system with an optical device which is well-suited for
alignment between an optical fiber connecting apparatus and an optical device. 2. Description of the Related Art With increase
in the number of inputs and outputs of an optical signal in a network, an optical fiber connecting apparatus is required to deal
with an optical signal of a large capacity as compared with a conventional optical signal. For example, a fanout type optical
device such as optical coupler is proposed (For example, refer to Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 2007-005378). When a fanout
type optical device such as optical coupler is used for a fiber connecting apparatus, by using the fanout type optical device, the
number of optical fibers provided to an input side can be increased. The fanout type optical device has a configuration in which
a large number of optical fibers are connected to a small number of optical fibers (i.e., fanout) in a small space. The fanout type
optical device has a large number of optical fibers are connected to the small number of optical fibers in the small space and it is
easy to connect the large number of optical fibers to the small number of optical fibers. When a large number of optical fibers
are connected to a fanout type optical device, when the optical fibers are aligned to the fan
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feylgenginez.pdf Part-2.pdf I'm trying to read the pdf file using Java. while(input.hasNext()){ String inputStr =
input.next().toLowerCase(); if(inputStr.contains("File") || inputStr.contains("PDF") || inputStr.contains("TYP") ||
inputStr.contains("PDF") || inputStr.contains("TXT") || inputStr.contains("RTF") || inputStr.contains("DOC") ||
inputStr.contains("DOCX")){ System.out.println("ok"); } } But it's also printing "ok" for a pdf files like this: |-------- |File:gibitsan.pdf |Date Modified: | |--------- |Accessed: | | |PDF Version: |Size: | | | 2-3/5+ What might be the problem? A: To get the exact
content of the PDF in Java you'll need to use a PDF library, not just the input stream. Relying on magic strings to locate a PDF
in an input stream seems like it will not be very reliable. You could use PDFBox.readPDFX(InputStream inputStream) to take
the contents of the PDF. . The record discloses that the judgment confirming the trustee's sale was entered May 26, 1970. The
widow appealed to this court. 3da54e8ca3
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